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Description

1

Rolex Oysterdate Precision stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 6694, case no. 1342426, circa 1966, the signed silver dial
with baton markers, outer minutes track and magnified date aperture at the three o'clock position, manual movement, the case 34.5mm
diameterWatch appears to be work ...[more]

2

Omega Geneve Precision stainless steel gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, the signed silver dial with gilt and black lined baton
markers, outer minutes track, manual wound, the case 34.5mm diameterWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee
the working condition of any watch. Scrat ...[more]

3

Tag Heuer Aquaracer Calibre 5 stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, watch ref. WAP2010, case ref. EKR2102, circa 2013, the signed
black horizontal striped dial with baton markers and outer minutes track, date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic
movement, the case 41mm diameter, on or ...[more]

4

Jaeger Le Coultre Master-Quartz gentleman's gilt cased wristwatch, model no. 23301-51, the signed tiger's eye dial with baton markers
and date aperture at the three o'clock position, quartz movement, the case 39mm wideWatch is not working. Date changes correctly.
Scratches to glass, case and bracele ...[more]

5

Garrard 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed cream dial with Arabic and baton markers, inner minutes track, subsidiary
seconds dial at the six o'clock position, manual wound, the caseback with presentation inscription "B.R. LONDON MIDLAND REGION
F.R. PENN 45 YEARS SERVICE", the case 29mm ...[more]

6

Omega Constellation Quartz Calibre LCD 1620 gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, ref. 196.0103, case no. 396.0861, the signed
black dial with central digital display, the case with five buttons, the case 35mm wide, on an integral bracelet with Omega logo to the
claspWatch is not working. Scratche ...[more]

7

Roamer 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with baton markers and Arabic quarters, manual wound, the case
32mm, total weight 26.7gWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working condition of any watch. Pitting and
marks to dial. Surface scratches to case. ...[more]

8

Jaeger le Coultre stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, movement no. 377797, the signed silver dial with Arabic markers and outer
minutes track, manual wound, the case 33.5mm diameterWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working
condition of any watch. Slight marking to dial ...[more]

9

Omega De Ville Automatic 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with baton markers, outer minutes track, date
aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 35mm diameter, on a black leather strap with gold plated Omega
clasp, with an Omega boxWatch appears ...[more]

10

International Watch Company (IWC) 18 carat white gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed black dial with white hands, manual wound,
the case 31mm wide, on a later black leather strap with stainless steel deployant clasp, total weight 48.5g, housed in a contemporary
boxWatch appears to be working alt ...[more]

11

Tag Heuer Carrera chronograph stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. CV2013-2, circa 2008, the signed brown dial with
baton markers and outer minutes track, subsidiary seconds, minutes and hours dials, date aperture at the three o'clock position, central
seconds hand, the bezel with tachy ...[more]

12

Panerai Luminor 44 Marina gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, ref. PAM00111, watch no. OP6727BB1389815, circa 2010, limited
edition no. 1643/2500, the signed black dial with recessed baton markers and Arabic quarters, subsidiary seconds dial at the nine
o'clock position, automatic movement, the ...[more]

13

Omega Speedmaster Professional X33 titanium gentleman's wristwatch, ref. 32905000, watch no. 56137230, circa 2002, the signed
digital dial with outer minutes track, day date display to the centre, quartz movement, the case 45mm diameter, housed in original box
with guarantee card dated 2002Watch app ...[more]

14

Omega Speedmaster Professional gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, movement no. 39183713, circa 1979, the signed black dial
with baton markers and outer minutes track, subsidiary seconds, minutes and hours dials, the bezel with tachymetre scale, the
caseback engraved "FLIGHT-QUALIFIED BY NASA FO ...[more]

15

Tag Heuer Professional 200 meters gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, model no. WL1111, the signed silver dial with roundel
markers, Arabic twelve, date aperture at three, quartz movement, the case 38mm diameter, on a stainless steel bracelet, housed in
original case and box, with instruction ma ...[more]

16

Tudor Royal 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with tapering batons and outer minutes track, manual wound, the
case 30mm diameter, the caseback with presentation inscription, on a brown leather bracelet with gilt Rolex crown decorated
claspWatch appears to be working althoug ...[more]

17

Tag Heuer Professional 200 meters gentleman's bi-metal wristwatch, model no. CN1151.BD0347, the signed silver dial with baton
markers, Arabic twelve, date aperture at four, with outer tachymetre scale, subsidiary seconds, minutes and hours dials, quartz
movement, the case 38mm diameter, on a bi-meta ...[more]

18

Omega Seamaster 18 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed cream dial with baton markers, Arabic quarters and outer minutes
track, automatic movement, the case 34mm, calibre 501 movement numbered 16024673, on an 18 carat gold "grains of rice" style
bracelet, the case 33mm diameter, total weigh ...[more]

19

Longines Admiral gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, model no. L3 600 4, the signed white dial with baton markers and Arabic
quarters, day/date aperture at three, outer minutes track, uni-directional rotating bezel with Arabic numerals, automatic movement, the
case 38mm diameter, on a stainless ...[more]

20

Heuer Carrera 18 carat gold automatic chronograph wristwatch, the signed brushed gold dial with baton markers, outer minutes track
and tachymetre scale, subsidiary 30 minutes and 12 hour dials, date aperture at the six o'clock position, automatic movement, the case
38mm diameter, on original 18 cara ...[more]

21

Smiths Astral gentleman's 9 carat gold wristwatch, the signed white dial with triangular makres and Arabiic quarters surrounded by an
outer minutes track, manual wound, the caseback with presentation engraving dated 1966, the case 33.5mm diameter, total weight
32gWatch appears to be working although ...[more]

22

Berna De Luxe 18 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with Arabic and triangular markers, outer minutes track and
subsidiary seconds dial, manual wound, the case 34mm diameter, on an 18 carat gold bracelet, total weight 63gWatch appears to be
working although we cannot guarantee ...[more]

23

Omega De Ville RS silver gentleman's wristwatch, ref. 311.8390, circa 1975, the signed silver dial with Roman numerals, manual
wound, the case 32mm wide, on a silver interlocking oval pierced bracelet with Omega logo to the clasp, total weight 65.1gWatch
appears to be working although we cannot guar ...[more]

24

Buren Grand Prix Art Deco style silver gentleman's rectangular wristwatch, the engine turned dial with Arabic numerals and subsidiary
seconds dial, manual wound, the case 22mm wideWatch is not working. Glass missing. Hands do not move with the crown.Please note
this is only a brief overview report, ...[more]

25

Breitling Chrono-Matic gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, the signed black dial with baton markers, outer minutes track and MPH
scale, subsidiary white minutes and hours dials, date aperture at the six o'clock position, bright orange seconds hand, crown to the left
hand side of the case and two ...[more]

26

Zenith Academy Moonphase stainless steel and gold plated gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 59.6000.410, circa 1985, the signed
white dial with baton markers, Arabic twelve and six, date aperture between the four and five o'clock positions day and month apertures
to the top section, central seconds h ...[more]

27

WITHDRAWN

28

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Explorer gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, ref 5500, serial number 2796395, circa 1971 and later,the later
signed black dial with baton markers, Arabic markers at the three, six and nine o'clock positions, arrow marker at the twelve o'clock
position, outer minutes track ...[more]

29

Tag Heuer Monaco automatic gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, ref. WW2110, the signed black dial with baton markers, inner
minutes track, subsidiary seconds dial, date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, with exhibition caseback, the
case 37mm wide, on a black leather br ...[more]

30

Angular Momentum Illum VI gentleman's stainless steel chronograph wristwatch, the signed black dial with orange Arabic numerals and
outer minutes track, date aperture at the four o'clock position, subsidiary seconds, minutes and hours dials, automatic movement, with
exhibition case back, the case 42 ...[more]

31

Rolex Oyster Precision gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, ref 6422, serial number 272703, circa 1957,the signed cream dial with
Arabic markers and outer minutes track, sweep seconds, automatic movement, screw down crown, the case 35mm diameter, on a
stainless steel 7835 Oyster bracelet stamped ...[more]

32

Jaeger Le Coultre stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, case no. 408905, the signed silver dial with rose gold coloured markers and
black Arabic quarters, subsidiary seconds dial at the six o'clock position, manual wound, the case 29mmWatch appears to be working
although we cannot guarantee the wo ...[more]

33

Sicura Computer gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, the signed black dial with Arabic and baton markers, inner rotating bezel and
outer black and stainless steel bezel with Arabic numerals, the case with two crowns, manual wound, the case 43mm diameter, on a
later stainless steel braceletWatch d ...[more]

34

Omega Seamaster Automatic stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, the signed black dial with pointed markers and outer minutes
track, central seconds hand, automatic movement, the case 34mm diameterWatch appears to be working although we cannot
guarantee the working condition of any watch. Glass wit ...[more]

35

Longines 14 carat white gold plated gentleman's wristwatch, movement no. 10244267, circa 1957, the swirled silver dial with baton
markers and subsidiary seconds dial at the six o'clock position, manual wound, the case 32mm, housed in a period boxWatch appears
to be working although we cannot guarant ...[more]

36

Longines 14 carat gold gentleman's "Mystery Watch", ref. 1019, movement no. 9883756, circa 1956, the signed white dial with diamond
set markers and Arabic quarters, engine turned effect central roundel with diamond set hours and minutes hands, manual wound, the
case 32mm diameterWatch appears to be ...[more]

37

Rolex Geneve 14 carat gold gentleman's watch, case ref. 93370, cal. no. 1400, circa 1954, the signed gilt dial with baton markers and
Rolex crown at the twelve o'clock position, manual wound, the case 27.5mm wide, 34mm high, on a 14 carat gold bracelet with Rolex
crown to the clasp, total weight 70. ...[more]

38

Rolex Oyster stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, Brevet case, case no. 67832, circa 1954, the signed white dial with triangular
markers, Rolex crown to the twelve o'clock position, inner minutes track, central seconds hand, manual wound, the case 34mm, the
black leather strap with Rolex crown to ...[more]

39

Rolex Oyster Perpetual stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 6585, case no. 467636, circa 1959, the signed white dial with
baton markers, triangular quarters and Rolex crown to the twelve o'clock position, outer minutes track, central seconds hand, automatic
movement, the case 34mmon a b ...[more]

40

Oris Big Crown gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, ref. 7501, the signed black dial with Arabic and baton markers, outer minutes
track, date aperture at the six o'clock position, day aperture below the twelve o'clock position, automatic movement, with exhibition
caseback, the case 35mm diameter, ...[more]

41

Rolex Oyster Precision gentleman's stainless steel and gold gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 5059, case no. 639?99, circa 1950, the
signed cream dial with gilt triangular markers and outer minutes track, central blued seconds hand, with gold Rolex Oyster screw-down
crown, the case 34mm diameterWatc ...[more]

42

Jaeger-Le-Coultre Futurematic gentleman's gold plated wristwatch, the signed silver dial with triangular markers and outer minutes
track, subsidiary seconds and power reserve dials, the caseback with sliding crown, automatic movement, the case 35mm diameter,
housed in original boxWatch appears to be ...[more]

43

Jaeger-Le-Coultre 18 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed grey dial with baton markers, the crown set with a sapphire, manual
wound, the case 28.5mm wide, housed in a Jaeger-le Coultre boxWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the
working condition of any watch. Scratches ...[more]

44

Jaeger-Le-Coultre Mariner stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 24001-42, movement no.2206419, the signed white dial
with baton markers and inner minutes track, French day/date aperture at the three o'clock position, central seconds hand, automatic
movement, the case 36mm wide, on a blac ...[more]

45

Girard-Perregaux Chronometer HF Gyromatic 18 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, circa 1970, the signed silver dial with gilt square
and diamond form markers, outer minutes track, date aperture at the six o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 35mm wide, on
a branded strap with gold plated G- ...[more]

46

Omega Seamaster quartz gentleman's wristwatch, the signed gilt dial with baton markers and date aperture at the three o'clock position,
quartz movement, the case 34.5mm wideWatch is not working. Glass missing. Seconds hand bent. Scratches to case.Please note this
is only a brief overview report, for ...[more]

47

Omega World War II military issue wristwatch, the signed white dial with Arabic numerals and outer minutes track, the caseback
stamped with military broad arrow above "GB/159 A29014", manual wound, the case 32.5mm diameterWatch appears to be working
although we cannot guarantee the working condition ...[more]

48

Omega Automatic rolled gold gentleman's wristwatch, case no. 1660202, circa 1978, the signed gilt dial with baton markers, outer
minutes track and date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 34.5mm diameterWatch appears to be
working although we cannot guarantee the wor ...[more]

49

Leonidas World War II ATP issue wristwatch, the signed silver dial with Arabic and dot markers, outer minutes track and subsidiary
seconds dial, the caseback stamped with military broad arrow above "ATP 301975 113612", manual wound, the case 31mm
diameterWatch appears to be working although we canno ...[more]

50

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Day-Date 18 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch,model no. 18038, case no. N123793, circa 1991, the signed gilt
dial with baton markers, outer Roman numeral and baton minutes track, magnified date aperture at the three o'clock position, arched
day aperture at the twelve o'clock ...[more]

51

Maurice Lacroix Masterpiece Squelette 18 carat rose gold gentleman's wristwatch, model no. MP7138, serial no. AP67870, circa 2008,
the skeletonised dial with baton markers, subsidiary second dial at the nine o'clock position, with exhibition caseback, manual wound,
the case 43mm, on a brown alligato ...[more]

52

Omega 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, movement no. 16676326, circa 1958, the signed white dial with baton markers, Arabic
quarters and outer minutes track, automatic movement, the case 34mm, total weight 40gWatch appears to be working although we
cannot guarantee the working condition of any wa ...[more]

53

Omega Seamaster stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with baton markers, outer minutes track and date
aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 36mm, on an Omega stainless steel braceletWatch appears to be
working although we cannot guarantee the ...[more]

54

Jaeger le Coultre Club rolled gold gentleman's wristwatch, circa 1980, the signed cream and crosshair dial with black and gilt markers
and JL monogram to the twelve o'clock position, day/date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 35mm
wideWatch appears to be working al ...[more]

55

Omega Constellation stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, circa 1977, the signed silver dial with gilt baton markers and hands, outer
minutes track, date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 36mmWatch appears to be working although
we cannot guarantee the working co ...[more]

56

Javil Chronographe Suisse 18 carat gold wristwatch, the signed silver dial with Arabic numerals and outer kmh scale, subsidiary
seconds and minutes dials, central seconds hands, manual wound, the case 37mm diameter, total weight 47.1gWatch appears to be
working although we cannot guarantee the worki ...[more]

57

Omega De Ville Quartz rolled gold gentleman's wristwatch, circa 1982, the signed gilt dial with baton markers, quartz movement. the
case 32mm diameterWatch is not working. Surface scratches to case.Please note this is only a brief overview report, for a full condition
report please send a request vi ...[more]

58

Omega Seamaster Quartz rolled gold gentleman's wristwatch, circa 1977, the silvered dial with baton markers, outer minutes track and
date aperture at the three o'clock position, quartz movement, the case 35mm wideWatch is not working. Hour hand and date change
with the crown but the hour hand is not ...[more]

59

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 16030, case no. 8858836, circa 1985, the signed
white dial with Roman numerals, outer minutes track and magnified date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the
case 36mm diameterWatch appears to ...[more]

60

Rolex Oyster stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 6244, case no. 922600, circa 1953, the signed white dial with gilt
triangular markers, manual movement, the case 32mm diameterWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the
working condition of any watch. Lume dots have bee ...[more]

61

Rolex Oyster watch bracelet, the clasp stamped DE10 78350, the end links stamped 557 BBracelet with some stretching. Clasp opens
and closes correctly and feels tight. SOme surface scratches and marks.Please note this is only a brief overview report, for a full
condition report please send a request ...[more]

62

Longines stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, movement no. 13861752, circa 1967, the signed silver dial with baton markers, manual
wound, the case 34.5mm diameterWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working condition of any watch. Dial
with pitting and discolouration. Surf ...[more]

63

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Air-King, model no. 5500 case no. 1572175, circa 1967, the signed silver dial with baton markers and outer
minutes track, automatic movement, the case 34mmWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working condition
of any watch. Surface scratches to glass an ...[more]

64

Rolex Oysterdate stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 6694, case no. 3948312, circa 1975, the signed black dial with
baton markers, outer minutes track and date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 35mm diameter, on a
Rolex Jubilee braceletWatch appears t ...[more]

65

Tudor Prince Oysterdate rolled gold gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 75203N, case no. 286268, circa 1968, the signed California
silver dial with Rolex Oyster perpetual to the upper half and Tudor to the lower half, Arabic and Roman numerals, magnified date
aperture at the three o'clock position, au ...[more]

66

Tudor Prince-Oysterdate stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, case no. 286268, circa 1960 the signed black dial with baton markers
and outer minutes track, date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 34mm diameterWatch does not
appear to be working. Date changes over ...[more]

67

Omega Dynamic stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, the signed blue dial with silvered chapter ring, baton markers, outer minutes
track and date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 41mm wide, on an Omega braceletWatch appears
to be working although we cannot guaran ...[more]

68

Omega Constellation Chronometer Electronic f300Hz stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, circa 1970, the signed white dial with
baton markers, outer minutes track and date aperture at the three o'clock position, quartz movement, the case 35mm diameterWatch is
not working. Surface scratches to glass ...[more]

69

Omega Automatic rolled gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with gilt baton markers, outer minutes track and date
aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 34.5mm diameterWatch appears to be working although we cannot
guarantee the working condition of any w ...[more]

70

Omega 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, circa 1972, the signed cream dial with gilt Arabic numerals and outer minutes track, manual
wound, the case 31mm, total weight 27.5gWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working condition of any
watch. Surface scratches to case.Please ...[more]

71

Fendi stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 075-6000G-924, the signed black dial with silvered chapter ring and black
Roman numerals, date aperture at the three o'clock position, quartz movement, the case 30mm wide, on an interlocking F form
braceletWatch appears to be working although w ...[more]

72

Omega Automatic stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, circa 1971, the signed silver dial with baton markers, outer minutes track and
date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 34.5mm wide, on a stainless steel bracelet with Omega logo
to the claspWatch appears to be ...[more]

73

Omega Constellation stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, movement no. 30804054, circa 1970, the signed silver dial with baton
markers, outer minutes track and day/date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 34.5mm wideWatch
appears to be working although we cannot gu ...[more]

74

Omega Geneve Automatic stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch 26929863, circa 1968, the signed silver dial with baton markers, outer
minutes track and date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 34.5mm wideWatch appears to be working
although we cannot guarantee the wor ...[more]

75

Rolex Oyster Air-King Shock Resisting gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, case ref. 355722, circa 1945, the signed cream dial with
interspersed Arabic and baton markers, outer minutes track, manual wound, the screw-down crown marked Rolex Oyster, the case
34mm diameter, on a brown leather rally ...[more]

76

Roamer Mustang Indianapolis stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, the signed blue dial with baton markers, outer minutes track and
date aperture at the three o'clock position, manual wound, the case 34.5mm wideWatch appears to be working although we cannot
guarantee the working condition of any wa ...[more]

77

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust stainless steel and rose gold gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 1601, case no. 1791031, circa 1968,
the signed white dial with baton markers, outer minutes track and magnified date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic
movement, the case 36mm diameterWatch ...[more]

78

Wittnauer 2000 "Time Machine" gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, circa 1970, the signed dark blue dial with central crosshair,
baton markers and outer minutes track, day/date aperture at the three o'clock position, calendar at the twelve o'clock position with days
of the week aperture above, mo ...[more]

79

Longines 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with baton markers and outer minutes track, manual wound, the
case 34mm, on a 9 carat gold bracelet, total weight 53.7gWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working
condition of any watch. Surface scratches t ...[more]

80

Longines 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, case no. 18220362, circa 1977, the signed white dial with Roman numerals and inner
minutes track, date aperture at the six o'clock position, the caseback with presentation inscription dated 1-7-1977, quartz movement, the
case 33mm wide, total weight 41gW ...[more]

81

Sinclair "The Black Watch" gentleman's digital wristwatch, the black rectangular case on a black strap, quartz movement, the case
29mm wideWatch is not working. battery compartment cover missing. Scratches to glass, case and bracelet.Please note this is only a
brief overview report, for a full condi ...[more]

82

Omega Seamaster 120M 18 carat gold and steel gentleman's wristwatch, model no. 196.1501, serial no. 55354893, circa 1995, the
signed white wave effect dial with baton markers and outer minutes track, quartz movement, the case 35.5mm diameter, on a bi-metal
bracelet, housed in original box with three ...[more]

83

9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the engine turned gilt centre surrounded by an Arabic numeral decorated chapter ring and outer
minutes track, subsidiary seconds dial at the six o'clock position, manual wound, the case 29.5mm wide, total weight 25.1gWatch
appears to be working although we cannot ...[more]

84

Steinhart Ocean One Vintage gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, circa 2014, the signed black dial with baton markers and Arabic
quarters, outer minutes track, uni-directional rotating bezel with silver Arabic markers, automatic movement, the case 43.5mm diameter,
on original stainless steel brac ...[more]

85

Garrard 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with baton markers, Arabic 12 and outer minutes track, date aperture
at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 33mm diameter, total weight 35.7g, housed in a Garrard boxWatch appears
to be working although we canno ...[more]

86

Ingersoll Wrist trench style gentleman's wristwatch, the signed white dial with Arabic markers, outer minutes track and subsidiary
seconds dial, manual wound, the case 39mm wideWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working condition of
any watch. Dial with scratches and marks/ ...[more]

87

Tag Heuer Aquaracer Grande Date quartz chronograph gentleman's wristwatch, ref CAN1010, circa 2011, the signed black dial with
roundel and baton markers, outer minutes track, subsidiary seconds minutes and hours dials, central seconds hand, date aperture at the
twelve o'clock position, uni-direction ...[more]

88

Roidor 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with Arabic markers and outer minutes track, central red seconds
hand, manual wound, the case 32mm diameter, total weight 28.1gWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the
working condition of any watch. Caseback is n ...[more]

89

Tissot Seastar gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, the signed silver dial with baton markers and date aperture at the three o'clock
position, automatic movement, the case 34mm diameterWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working
condition of any watch. Date changes but do ...[more]

90

Rado Cosmo-Travel V202 gentleman's gilt cased wristwatch, ref. 11851, the signed gilt dial with square markers, date aperture at the
three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 37.5mm diameterWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the
working condition of any watch. Date c ...[more]

91

Tudor Oyster gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, circa 1950, the silvered dial with gilt Arabic markers and subsidiary seconds dial,
with oyster patent screw-down crown, manual wound, the case 31mm, on a later Fixoflex bracelet, housed in original box with guarantee
certificate from Croydon & So ...[more]

92

Christopher Ward C60 Trident Pro 300m / 1000ft gentleman's stainless steel wristwatch, circa 2014, the signed black wave effect dial
with roundel and baton markers, outer minutes track, date aperture at the three o'clock position, uni-directional black bezel with white
Arabic markers, automatic move ...[more]

93

Longines gold plated gentleman's wristwatch, the signed cream dial with Arabic and baton markers, subsidiary seconds dial at the six
o'clock position, manual wound, the case 27mm wideWatch appears to be working although we cannot guarantee the working condition
of any watch. Scratches to glass and c ...[more]

94

Majex Autoslim 9 carat gold gentleman's wristwatch, the signed silver dial with baton, triangular and Arabic markers, outer minutes
track, date aperture at the three o'clock position, automatic movement, the case 34.5mm diameter, total weight 36.2gWatch appears to
be working although we cannot guara ...[more]

95

Rolex Oyster Perpetual GMT Master stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, ref. 6542, case no. 461705, circa 1959, the signed black
dial with roundel markers, triangular twelve marker, rectangular six and nine markers, outer minutes track, magnified date aperture at
the three o'clock position, red tr ...[more]

